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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

On April 8, 2010, Plaintiff Charles Collins ("Collins or "Plaintiff') entered into a

contract (the "contract) with Defendant Yodle, lnc. ("Yodle") whereby Yodle would

perform local online advertising services aimed at helping Plaintiff to increase the

number of telephone calls and e-mails to his divorce paper preparation business' Less

than three weeks later, after signing the three-month contract with Yodle - and after

Yodle spent time and resources preparing afl advertising campaign for him pursuant to it

- collins sought via email on April 30, 2010 to cancel the contract due to unexpected

automobile expenses.

When yodle, as was its right, refused to accept Plaintiff s unilateral attempt to

cancel the Contract, he began a campaign in terrorem aimed at Yodle and two of its

employees (individual defendants Scott Long and Brad Leitch) deriding Yodle's

extremely successful business as a "scam." Specifically, in the same way he has

victimized others in the past, Plaintiff abused the legal process here by bringing a

frivolous lawsuit to punish Defendants for not acceding to his demands, complete with

onerous discovery demands seeking irrelevant materials from Yodle' Although he has

been unable to point to any alleged damages beyond the contractual fees he paid to

yodle, he has twice refused a fuIl refund of the $1,638.00 he paid to Yodle' lnstead' he

has demanded from Defendants, among other conditions, a lump sum payment of

$5,000,000.00 and a lifetime annual annuity of $78,000'



This summary judgment motion (including the opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to

Compel discovery) seeks to put an end to this unfortunate matter. As set forth herein,

Plaintiff fails to allege a single claim which can survive sunmary judgment. Yodle

fulniled all of its contractual obligations to Plaintiff and did not "scam" him in any way.

The individual defendants, likewise, did not misre,present anything about Yodle's

services in their dealings with Plaintiff. Plaintiffls Complaint should be dismissed and

his Motion to Compel discovery should be denied. Moreover, Plaintiff should be

sanctioned for his abuse of the legal system by being ordered to pay Defendants' costs

and attorneys' fees.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

Since 2005, Defendant Yodle, Inc. has been in the business of designing and

implementing comprehensive internet advertising campaigns for its clients. Yodle was

honored by Inc. 500 Magazine as being the 35th fastest growing private business in 2010

out of 5,000 ranked businesses with a growth of nearly 6,0000A over the past three years.

(Gordon Aff.'1T3).

Yodle's team consists of approximately 425 employees. Yodle is headquartered

in New York City and has regional offices in Boston, MA; Philadelphia, PA;

Charlottesville, VA; Charlotte, NC; and Scottsdale, AZ. (Gordon Aff.'tl3).

IIow Yodle's Internet Advertising Campaign Operates

Yodle utilizes short-term, primarily three-month, contracts with its clients and

maintains a base of several thousand clients who retain Yodle's services to help them

increase their business and customer base. (Gordon Aff. 1T 3). If a client wishes to

continue advertising with Yodle after the initial three months, Yodle does not require the

client to sign a new conhact; the client simply goes on a month-to-month status. (Gordon

Aff. 1T 8). Yodle has a significant financial incentive to produce quality results for clients

and to distinguish itself from its competitors, so that the clients will continue to retain

Yodle beyond the initial three months. (Gordon Aff. fl 8).

The goal of Yodle's advertising campaign is to increase the percentage of direct

telephone and e-mail contacts its clients receive from internet searchers (i.e., converting

clicks ("Clicks") on the client's intemet ad into calls to the client). (Gordon Aff. 1T8).



yodle seeks to accomplish this goal by selecting dozens of keywordsl and

repeatedly reevaluating those keywords to generate "quality'' clicks (i'e'' clicks that

convert into calls or e-mails directly to the client); by targeting the advertising to

designated geographical areas in order to generate quality Clicks ("geotargeting"); by

bidding on and determining how much to bid on clicks to optimally position the client's

advertising at or close to the top of popular search engines' such as Google'Yahoo' Bing'

AoL, and Ask.com to generate quality clicks; and by providing a reliable tracking system

to allow the client, at any time, to evaluate the success of the advertising campaign' the

keywords, and the customer contacts, so that the customer is able to provide Yodle with

timely feedback which will allow Yodle to fine tune the components of the advertising

campaigntoimprovetheclient,sClickconversionresults.(GordonAff.fl9).

Toprovidethetrackingfeature,inPlaintiffscase,Yodlecreatedadynamic

mirrorimageoftheclient,swebsite,whichisidenticaltotheclient,sexceptthatthe

mirror website displays a tracking telephone nurnber similar to the client's and a lead

formthat,whensubmitted,routestotheclient'se-mailaddress'Yodleandtheclientare

abletodistinguishwhichcustomerscontacttheclientasaresultofYodle'sadvertising

campaignbecausethecallsore-mailswillregisterthroughthetrackingsystem,while

still going directly to the client, and the information is stored in the client's Yodle

account, which is only accessible with the client's password' (Gordon Aff' 119)'

I A,.keyword,, is the word, phrase or group of words tvpef urto an intemet search engine (e'g'' Google)by

an individual performrnfu' irrr"*"r-rearch.- In general,-internet advertising is triggered to appear in

response to an indiviu"io'r"i"-"i- r"ur"t, uur"a"upon the lelyord entered by that individual' For

example, the entry ", 
#i.;;;, tt-'u", ait'o-'""-u'no*eys" will trigger ads to appear from advertisers

who have paid for 't'"";;; ;p"- *t'* such kepvords are used in a search'



Yodle also employs a proprietary software program, which it uses to evaluate the

most cost-effective position for a client's ads to appear on search pages to generate

quality Clicks for the client. (Gordon Aff. fl 9).

Yodle's goal is not simply to flood its client's ad with Clicks, because increased

Clicks do not necessarily translate into increased calls. When a potential customer clicks

on an ad andviews the advertiser's website, he may decide not to contact the advertiser

either because the service turned out not to be what he was looking for, or the advertiser

is not geographically suitable. (Leitch Atr '11 8). With that in mind, Yodle's goal for

each of its clients is to increase the number of searchers who take that important next

step: to telephone or e-mail the client directly. (Leitch Aff. fl 8). Yodle refers to this as

..Conversion Rate." (Leitch Aff. ''lT 8). The intent of Yodle's advertising service is to

increase the client's Click Conversion Rate. (Leitch Aff.'lT8).

With each client, Yodle charges a monthly fixed Management Fee and a monthly

fixed Advertising Budget Fee, both of which are non-refundable, and payable in advance,

each month during the term of the advertising campaign and are charged against the

client's credit card. (Exh. "A" 115)'

Yodle uses the Advertising Budget Fee to bid on Clicks on search engines for the

client and debits the Advertising Budget account, for each Click, an amount that reflects

the value added of all the features and services of its comprehensive advertising

campaign, the significant financial investment in establishing the client's campaign, as

well as profit. (Gordon Aff. flfl 8-10). Any money remaining in a client's Advertising

Budget account at the end of a month is rolled-over to the next month until it is used up

or until the end of the term of the advertising campaign. (Gordon Aff' fl 6; and the



"Description of Advertising Budget Fee" and '11 5 of Exh. "A"). If the amount in the

Advertising Budget account to be rolled-over into the next month exceeds the amount of

the monthly Advertising Budget Fee, Yodle does not charge the client an Advertising

Budget Fee until the client's next billing cycle and only then if the balance in the

Advertising Budget account drops below the monthly Advertising Budget Fee amount'

(Gordon Aff. fl 6).

If the client has a balance in his Advertising Budget account when the advertising

campaign ends, Yodle places the client in "Save Mode." (Gordon Aff. 1T7). Under this

condition, Yodle will continue to advertise for the client for an additional 30 days to

spend down the balance remaining in the client's Advertising Budget account, and Yodle

does not charge the client any additional Management or Advertising Budget Fee.

(Gordon Aff.'lT7).

Yodle's Advertisine Contract with Plaintiff

On April 6, 2010, Defendant Bradley Leitch, an Account Director in Yodle's

Charlotte, North Carolina regional office, and a resident of North Carolina, solicited

Plaintiff by telephone to engage Yodle to develop an online advertising campaign for

Plaintiff s uncontested divorce document preparation business known as Make Divorce

Easy. (Leitch Aff. fl 5). Leitch had two additional telephone conversations with Plaintiff

on April 8, 2010 before Plaintiff agreed to engage Yodle. Yodle recorded all three of

these phone conversations. (Leitch Aff.fl 4; Exhs' "8," "C," and "D")'

During these telephone conversations, Plaintiff informed Leitch that he had been

conducting his uncontested divorce documentation business in Troy, New York for about

ten years and, until September 2009, had been only advertising in Pennysavers and daily



newspapers. (Exh. "B," P' 6; Exh' "B-1"'9:16 min')'

Beginning in September 2009, Plaintiff began online advertising with Google

AdWords. Plaintiff s son-in-law designed and set up his campaign, employing only the

kepvords 
.,New York state, DiVOrce, uncontested" (Exh' "c"'P' 12; Exh' "c-!"'25:09

min.).

PlaintiffconfessedtoLeitchthathehadbeendisappointedwiththeresultsofhis

Googleadvertising.AlthoughGooglegeneratedsome4g]Clicksonhisadfrom

September2009toApril2010(Exh...!,,fl50),only1toZo/owereconvertingintocalls

(Leitch Aff. fl 8; Exh' "B," P' 2;Exh' "B-1"' 1:54 min'):

C [Collins]: Yeah' I'm spending about 100 bucks a month'

*****

C:Soatthispointl'maboutbreakingeven'spending
$100 I've had 3-4 off of it, so you know' I've made

a little bit but it's not -

B[BradLeitch]:Yeah'it'snot-wellthefirstissuethatwe-^--n*"d 
out, the previous time we talked' is that your

click to call ratio is waY off -

(Exh. "C," P. 5; Exh' "C-I," 10:48 min')'

*****

B:Sorightnow'that'stheseparatepartofit'iswe're
p** a lot and getting v-ry Httle calls' and that's

what I want to ttiutt" sure is increased' Does that

make sense to You though?

C: YeP, go ahead'

(Exh. "C," P' 10; "C-1," 22:13 min')'



Plaintiff indicated to Leitch that, doing his own advertising for the eight months

using Google AdWords, he generated only three or four customers (Leitch Aff. '1T 8; Exh.

"D," p.2;Exh. "D-1," 2:47 min.).

Leitch asked Plaintiff to describe the physical location of his customers. When

Plaintiff informed him that a couple were from Brooklyn and Queens, Leitch suggested

that Plaintiff s ads might not be targeting the right geographic area. (Exh ."C,"p. 7; Exh.

"C-I," l4:I7 min.).

Likewise, Leitch suggested to Plaintiff that he may be targeting the wrong

audience altogether. When Plaintiff informed Leitch that the keyword searches he was

bidding on were "New York State, Divorce, Uncontested," Leitch surmised that

Plaintiff s keywords were not sufficiently focused, so that Plaintiff was getting plenty of

Clicks from searchers looking for an attorney, but when the searchers saw from his

website that he was not an attomey and limited his business to preparing uncontested

divorce documents, the searcher would, instead, fum elsewhere, rather than contacting

Plaintiff:

B: And that's a wasted click, right?

C: Right.

(Exh. "C,"p. 13; Exh. C-1,26:01min.).

{< *** *

B: So you're going to be in a pool full of lawyers
bidding on these expensive lawyer keywords, which
may not be the best hits for you, that could be why
your click to call ratio is so low, because a lot of
people are clicking, thinking you're a lawyer and

they get to your website, and see you're not, and

click back out.



C: Right.

C:

(Exh. "C," p.13; Exh. "C-1," 26:23 min.).

C:

B:

(Exh. "B," p. 2;Exh.

*tl.***

So that could be one area where we're going wrong
as far as the keywords themselves . . we need to
make sure we're targeting keywords by how likely
it is somebody's going to call us from that keyword,
and notjust click on us.

Right.

B:

C:

B:

*rFd< * *

They're charging me - I mean, I've had hundreds of
them [clicks]. I just don't know why - I'm talking
about actually responding.

Exactly, and that's what I'm tryrng to figure out - is
your ratio of clicks that are turning into phone calls.
So you're saylng -

It's very low, maybe 1o/o or 2%o.

That's not good . . .

"B-1," 1:40 min.).

***{<*

. . . Now what we want to make sure of again is to
make sure that you're getting that click to call
conversion.. .

B:

(Exh. "8," p. 2;Exh. "B-1," 2:16min.).

Leitch, further informed Plaintiff that Yodle would be placing his ads on other

search engines besides Google, such as Yahoo and Bing. These other search engines

would be cheaper than Googlebecause there are less advertisers bidding on these search

engines. Most of his ads would be on Google, though, because "...that's lGooglel where

most people are searching." (Leitch Aff' tl38; Exh' "C," P.11; Exh. "C-1," 23:16 min')'
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plaintiff acknowledged that the higlrer his advertising position appeafed on a

search page, the more he would have to pay per Click:

C: ' ' ' I know it's the more you pay the higher ranking

you get.

(Exh. "C," P' 14; Exh' "C-1," 27:36 min')'

Leitch never represented in his phone conversations with Plaintiff that Yodle

wouldincreasethenumberofhisClicks,andPlaintiffacknowledgedthatthefocusof

his advertising campaign needed to be on increasing the percentage of clicks that would

convert to calls.

Furthermore, Leitch never represented to Plaintiff in their phone conversations

that Yodle would charge Plaintiff on a per click basis what Yodle would be paying the

search engines.

Leitch informed Plaintiff that Yodle's advertising would provide him with a

tracking system so that he could determine whether he was getting a good return on his

investment (Exh. ..C,,, p. 9; Exh. ,,C-|,,, 20:00 min.). Leitch explained the tracking

systemtoPlaintitf,specificallyinformingPlaintiffthatthesystemrecordedphonecalls

generated by Yodle's online advertising:

B: ' ' ' But this way' you can actually come in' all the

calls are recordei,-that come in to you from.us' so

you know exactly what the calls are turning into as

well.

C: OkaY'

B: So you can actually go back 
11 

*d play these calls

and see exactly 
-"nttittt 

calls are tuming into

customers and which ones are not'

C: Right'

10



B: Now the major advantage of this, what this allows

us to do is essentially rank our keywords' So if you

go in and rate one of these calls as a good call, it's
going to feed back into our system and let us know,

ot , li came from this keyword, so this keyword is a

good keyword to have'

Right.

Does that make sense?

Yeah.

**{.*+

A good call would mean they call for the right

,"uJorrr, they're looking for divorce preparation,

they're looking for what you do' A bad call would

be i'm looking for a lawyer, or I'm looking for the

wrong type of service. Because that would mean'

orrt k"y*ords are attracting the wrong type of
customers.

Right.

A good call doesn't mean they have to sign up with

you.

Right. Okay.

****.*

. . . how are you recording the phone calls if they

call me?

How this works is you have your regular website,

which is on your business cards, we don't want to

mess with that. What we do is we develop what's

called a dynamic mirror of this, so it's just a carbon

copy of your website. On that carbon copy we put a

tracking phone number on it.

Right.

So it's the same area code, it's just a different

number that they see and dial, but it routes directly

C:

B:

B:

C:

C:

C:

B:

C:

B:

C:

11
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into your line like normal.

C: Oh okay. All right, so you can see whether or not -
okay, I see what you're saylng.

B: Yeah, so if they do a manual search on google and

they click on your sponsor link ad, they're going to

go to your mirror image Page.

C: Okav.

B: But if they already know your name, they just

search makedivorceeasy, they're going to go to your

regular website, they're going to find your regular

phone number, the reason we do this is we don't
want to take credit for calls that are coming from
your other advertising sources.

C: I understand what you're saying now'

B:Butasfarasthecallsandthee-mails,that'sjust
where you can see all those . . .

(Exh. "C," p.19-21; Exh' "C-1," 38:08 min')'

On April 8, 2010, Plaintiff signed the three-month advertising Contract with

yodle. (Exh. .,A"). Under the terms of the Contract, Plaintiff agreed to pay Yodle a

fixed fee of $819 per month, with $69 allocated as a monthly Management Fee and $750

allocated as a monthly Advertising Budget Fee. Leitch waived Yodle's one-time Set-Up

Fee of $447. (Exh. "C," P.24;Exh."C-1," 48:08 min')'

Under paragtaph5 of the Contract, Plaintiff agreed:

. . . customer hereby authorizes Yodle to charge the credit

card or other payment method provided . . . . Amounts due

are automatically charged, in advance, and are not

refundable.

Under paragraph 5 of the Contract, Yodle also informed Plaintiff that:

Any balance of Customer's monthly advertising budget

I2



at the end of the month, positive or negative, will be rolled

over to the next month . . .

The "Description of Charges" with respect to the monthly Advertising Budget Fee

on the cover page of the Contract similarly disclosed:

All billings are prepaid and automatically billed for the

month & any balance at the end of the month will be

applied to the next month as "Roll-Over."

Under paragraph 9 of the Contract, entitled "Limitations" Plaintiff agreed, in part,

that:

Yodle will not be liable to Customer . . for any indirect,

special, incidental, consequential, punitive, or exemplary

damages of any kind, including cost of cover, lost revenues

or profits or loss of business or data, arising out of or

relating to the Agreement In any event Yodle's
maximum liability arising out of or relating to the

Agreement, whether the cause of action arises in contract,

tort, or otherwise, shall not exceed the amounts paid by
Customer to Yodle hereunder within the six (6) months

prior to the event giving rise to the claim.

And under paragraph 10 of the Contract, entitled, "Termination; Cancellation," Plaintiff,

further agteed, in part, that:

If Customer breaches any provision of the Agreement . - .

Yodle may cancel the Services or terminate the Agreement

andlor pursue all other available remedies, including

recovery from Customer of Yodle's costs and attorneys

fees incurred in pursuing such remedies.

(Exh. "A").

After plaintiff signed the Contract, Yodle charged PlaintifPs credit card for the

first month's Management Fee and Leitch agreed to defer charging his credit card until

after April ZB, 2010 for the first month's Advertising Budget Fee, until just prior to
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Plaintiff s advertising going live. (Exh. "C," P'27;Exh-"C-1," 54:36 min.).

During the next week and a half, after Plaintiff signed the Contract, Scott Long, a

Yodle Search Marketing Consultant in Yodle's Scottsdale, Arizona regional office, and a

resident of Arizona, stepped in to coordinate with the Yodle staff to set up the mirror

image of Plaintiffs website and select the 14 service terms and the 64 geo-tatgeting

terms for Plaintiff s online advertising campaign. Consequently, ut any given moment,

Yodle was bidding on 896 keywords (Long Aff. fl 3; see Exh. "7" attached to

Defendants' Exh. "E," which is an e-mail from Long to Plaintiff, dated April 8, 2010).

On April 30, 2010 at 12:26 a.m., Yodle charged Plaintiff s credit card for the first

month's $750 Advertising Budget Fee and went live online with Plainti{Ps advertising.

Later that same day, Plaintiff e-mailed Leitch and Long that he had decided to cancel his

advertising Contract because:

Just got back and I am not going to be able to afford the

advirtising [sic] at this time. My car's catalictic [sic]
converter went and it costs almost $1,000 plus an oxygen

sensor went which cost $300 and need to have by [sic]
timing belt changed. I have bill for $2,500 to $3,000' I
cannot afford to have any other bills at this time'

(SeeExh."2" attached to Defendants' Exh. "E").

Leitch and Long |eft numerous messages by voice mail and e-mail to Plaintiff,

asking him to discuss the cancellation issue with them over the phone, but Plaintiff

ignored those requests. (Long Aff. fl 8; Leitch Aff. fl37)'

On May 11, 2010, Long e-mailed Plaintiff and informed him:

. . . as we do have an agreement for an initial 3 months of
advertising at $750 per month and a $69 per month

management fee, we are unable to refund any monies

already place [sic] toward advertising . ' . ' Brad and I
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would like to discuss these matters with you over the phone

when you're available.

(See Exh. "10" attached to Defendants' Exh. "E"). Plaintiff still refused to allow Long

and Leitch to talk to him by phone. (Long Aff' '1T 8)'

Yodle continued to conduct Plaintiffls advertising campaign, and during May,

2010, the first full month of the campaign, Yodle's advertising generated two customers

for Plaintiff worth $299 each. (Exh. "I," fl 19). Yodle charged Plaintiffs credit card in

late May for the June Management and Advertising Budget Fees, totaling $819. In late

June and again, on July 4,2010, Yodle attempted to charge Plaintiff s credit card for the

July $69 Management Fee only (Exh. "N"), because the amount to be rolled over into

the next month ($1,025.70) exceeded the Advertising Budget Fee ($750). The charge

did not go through because Plaintiff had cancelled the credit card. Through July,

plaintiff had paid Yodle atotal of $1,638, consisting of the Management and Budget

Fees for the months of May and June, 2010 (Gordon Aff., tf 6; Exhibit "O").

In early July 2010 Plaintiff, representing himself, cofllmenced this lawsuit and

obtained a temporary restraining order from the Court ordering Yodle to stop Plaintiff s

advertising . (See Exh. "2l" attached to Defendants' Exh' "8")'

Through July 2010, of the 51,500 that Plaintiff had paid Yodle in monthly

Advertising Budget Fees, Yodle had debited Plaintiffs Advertising Budget Account

g414.31, and had rolled-over Budget Account balances from May, to June, to July,

resulting in a balance of $1,025.70, which currently remains in Plaintiff s Advertising

Budget Account. (Gordon Aff., fl 7; Exhibit "O" ).
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Plaintiffs Complaint

Plaintiff brought this lawsuit representing himself. Far from a neophyte in the

court system, Plaintiff is a seasoned pro se litigant who has, on his own and with the

limited assistance of attorneys, defended himself with respect to criminal charges and a

conviction for decorating the NYS Court of Appeals building with chicken feces, and

engaged in over 20 years of protracted litigation with his former wife over support and

housing issues. Plaintiff has represented himself in numerous proceedings related to

those two cases in Family Court, the New York State Supreme Court, the Appellate

Division - Third Department, the New York State Court of Appeals, the United States

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and the United States Supreme Court. (Exhs.

"L" afid "Mt').

Plaintiffs Complaint seeks $300,000 in compensatory damages from each of the

Defendants, a full refund of monies paid Yodle, punitive damages and treble damages.

His Complaint, generally, alleges that Yodle's advertising campaign amounted to a

"scam." (Exh. "8," utf 7, and 56-59). The Complaint attempts to support the "scam"

claim with conclusory and false allegations that Defendants illegally set up a mirror

image of PlaintifPs website to intercept and read his e-mails and "possibly record his

telephone conversations" (Exh. "E," '11 6), that Yodle does little advertising and pockets

the monthly Advertising Budget Fees (Exh. "E," fl 7), that Yodle never spent the $750

monthly Advertising Budget Fee and never rolled it over (Exh. "E," fl 9), that Yodle

only advertised on Google and not on any other search engines (Exh. "E," 1i 10lb]), that

yodle had no authority to charge Plaintiff s credit card (Exh. "E," 1l l2), that Yodle

pocked "most" of the advertising dollars (Exh. "E," fln27,30), and that Yodle's tracking
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system was an invasion of Plaintiff s privacy (Exh. "E," flfl 32,33).

In Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs lntenogatories/Demands for Production

of Documents dated October 18, 2010, Defendants provided Plaintiff with evidence that

none of the "scam" claims in his Complaint were true (Exhibit "2" to Plaintiffs

Motion).

On January 8, 2011, Plaintiff served Defendants with lnterrogatory Responses

that demonstrated that Plaintiff had no evidence to support any of the discernable legal

claims in his Complaint and that he had incurred no legal damages (Exhibit "I").

plaintiffs January 8, 2011 Response to Defendants' Interrogatories, and his

letters to Defendants' attorney dated February 10,2011 and February 12,2011 indicate

that the basis for his "scam" claim is that Yodle was illegally taping his telephone

conversations, illegally intercepting his e-mails, illegally operating a mirror image of his

website, illegally charging his credit card, failed to increase the number of Clicks on his

ad, and failed to lower his per Click costs. (Exh. "I," lllT 11, l2;Exh. "K," see also Exh.

"10" to Plaintiff s Motion).

None of these claims, however, are borne out by the recorded telephone

conversations Plaintiff and Leitch had, or are supported by the provisions of the

Contract.

Although Yodle believed that it had done nothing wrong and that Plaintiff had

breached the Contract, shortly after Plaintiff started his lawsuit, Yodle tried to resolve

plaintiffs claims by offering him a fuIl refund of the monies he had paid. (see

Attachments 1 and 2 to Exh. ('J" and Rivchin Affirm. fl'li 5-9). Plaintiff rejected those

offers as being inadequate'
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When Defendants responded to Plaintiff s second set of Discovery Demands by

objecting to the 23 pages of Interrogatories, consisting of 44 questions with 147 subparts

and his Notice to Produce Documents, requesting production of some 42 documents (see

Exhs. "5" and "lI" attached to Plaintiffs Motion), as being overly burdensome,

harassing, seeking proprietary, trade secret information, and being irrelevant to the

discemable claims in Plaintiff s Complaint (Rivchin Affirm. \ 13; see Exh' "9" attached

to plaintiff s Motion), Plaintiff notified Defendants' attomey that he was increasing the

stakes (Exh. "K").

plaintiffs February 12, 2011 letter demanded from Defendants a lump sum

payment of $5,000,000.00 and a lifetime annual annuity of $78,000.00, together with

other conditions.

plaintiff demanded these outrageous sums, despite his having provided in his

discovery responses no evidence to support any of the legal claims or damages he

alleges in his Complaint, despite the fact that his claims are wholly unsupported by the

telephone conversations that he had with Leitch prior to signing the Contract, and

despite the fact that they are contradicted by the terms of the Contract that he signed.

plaintiff has moved to compel Defendants to respond to his Discovery Demands,

and Defendants have Cross-Moved for Summary Judgment dismissing Plaintiffs

Complaint, for attorneys' fees, and sanctions against Plaintiff, and in the alternative, for

an Order striking plaintiff s second set of Discovery Demands, and opposing Plaintiff s

Motion.
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ARGUMENT

STANDARD 9F RE\rIEW

The standard for summary judgment is well settled: A court may grant sufirmary

judgment under CPLR i 32L2 where there is no genuine issue of material fact and the

moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.

The proponent of a suflrmary judgment motion must make a prima facie showing

of entitlement to judgment as a matter of law, tendering sufficient evidence to

demonstrate the absence of any material issues of fact.

Once a prima facie showing has been made that no genuine issue of fact exists,

the burden shifts to the opposing party who "must produce evidentiary proof in

admissible form sufficient to require a trial of material questions of fact[.]". Zuckerman

v. City of New York, 49 N.Y.2d 557, 562 (1980). Mere conclusions or unsubstantiated

allegations are insufficient to raise a triable issue of fact. Frank Corp. v. Federal Ins.

Co.,70 N.Y.2d 966 (1988).

POINT I

PLAINTIFF IIAS FAILED TO PROVIDE ANY
ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE THAT DEFENDANTS

BREACHED A}[Y CONTRACTUAL OBLIGATION
TO IIIM

In order for Plaintiff to prove a cause of action for breach of contract, he must

offer admissible evidence of: (1) the formation of a contract between himself and the

Defendants, (2) that he performed, (3) that the Defendants failed to perform, and (4) that

he suffered damages. Clearmont Property, LLC v. Eisner,58 A.D.3d 1052, 1055 (3d
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Dep't 2009). As set forth in detail below, Plaintiff carurot succeed on this claim because

(a) the Defendants performed all of its obligations under the Contract and (b) Plaintiff did

not fuIfilI his obligations.

In their Interrogatories to Plaintiff, Defendants asked in Interrogatory No. 51 that

Plaintiff identiff and detail any breach of contract claim he had against them, identiffing,

among other evidence, "the term or condition of the contract allegedly breached ... the

breach ... what evidence you have of the alleged breach, and ... how the alleged breach

harmed you."

Rather than answer the Interrogatory as requested, Plaintiff instead merely

referred Defendants to the Complaint. tn other words, he did not identify what provision

of the Contract he was claiming Defendants breached, what evidence he had of the

breach, or in what way he had been harmed (Exhibit "I",'Ii51).2

Plaintiff s failure to answer the Interrogatory directly is not surprising because, as

set forth below, Defendants did not breach any provision of the Contract. To the

contrary, Yodle fulfilled -- successfully -- all of its obligations under the Contract.

After Plaintiff and Yodle entered into the Contract on April 8, 2010, Yodle

proceeded to design the advertising campaigr for Plaintiff s Make Divorce Easy business

by selecting 14 keyword terms wd 64 different geotargeting terms, designing and setting

t Io u ,.p-ute answer in his interrogatory responses, Plaintiff claims that "Yodle breached the

contract by charging my credit card $750 before it was due." To the extent Plaintiff relies upon this action

as part of his breach of contract claim, the evidence establishes that it is meritless. The $750 dollars

charged to Plaintiff was, in fact, due at the time he signed his Contract on April 8, 2010. Leitch, however,

let him hold off on paying. Specifically, Leitch said, "I could just today bill you the first month $69 the

management fee, and then once we launch, then I can bill the budget." In response, Collins said, "That's

fine."-(Exhibit"C", page 27; Exhibit "C-1",54:48 min.). Yodle launched the site on April 30, 2010 and

that is when Collins was charged.
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up the dynamic mirror image website, obtaining a tracking telephone number' setting up

a trackable lead form, setting up Plaintiffs password-only accessible Yodle account

page, and inputting Plaintiff s data into Yodle's software program'

on April |6,20;10, Long left Plaintiff a voicemail informing him that Yodle had

completed everything it needed to do to go active with Plaintiffls lnternet advertising

campaign (Long Aff. fl 7); however, on April 30, 2010 (after Yodle had already charged

Plaintiffs credit card for the first month's $750 Advertising Budget Fee' to which

plaintiff had agreed under the contract to pay, in advance (Exhibit "A", 'Description of

charges - Monthly Advertising Budget'; fl 5), Plaintiff notified Yodle by e-mail that he

had decided to cancel the Contract because he had incurred unexpected automobile repair

bills.

Justgotbackandamnotgoingtobeabletoaffordthe
adviiising lsicl at this time. My car's catalictic [slc]

converter went and it costs almost $1,000 plus an oxygen

sensor went' which cost $300 and need to have by [sic]

timingbeltchanged.Ihavebillfor$2500to$3000.I

"uolro-t 
afford to have any other bills at this time. when I

am able to proceed, I will contact you'

(See Exh. "2" attached to Defendants' Exh' "E")'

Plaintiff s cancellation notice was devoid of any claim that Yodle had breached

any obligation on its part under the Contract, and, in fact, Plaintiffls cancellation

constituted an anticipatory breach of the Intemet advertising contract by Plaintiff' AG

Properties of Kingston, LLC v. Besicorp - Empire Development co" LLC,14 A'D'3d 971

(3d Dep't 2005).
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Yodle elected, as was its rigfrt, not to accept Plaintiff s cancellation and notified

plaintiff that Yodle intended to fulfill its part of the advertising campaign that it had

alreadY designed and imPlemented:

...Bradandlhavereceivedyourrequests,butaswedo
hu,,.*ugr""-""tforaninitial3monthsofadvertisingat
$750;;;;""trt *a a $69 per month Pan:gement 

fee' we

are unable to refund any moni"s already place [sic] toward

uau"'ti'i"g' 
- 

eaaitio"ully' th" next bill date is 512812010

""d 
;;;;;stem will *o"" to bill your card' Brad and I

*orrra iir." to discuss these matters with you over the phone

wtre" you are available' Thanks for your time'

Regards, Scott I-ong

(See Exh' "10" attached to Defendants' Exh' "E')'

Both Mr. Leitch and Mr. Long made many attempts to discuss the matter with

plaintiff by phone, but to no avail, because Plaintiff refused to return their phone calls

andtheire-mailattemptstoarrangeforatelephoneconversationwithhim.

WhenDefendantsdeniedhiscancellationrequest,Plaintiffthenbegantoreferto

the Yodle Internet advertising campaign as a "scam'" This occurred less than a week into

the advertising campaign; Plaintiff s only basis, at that time' for claiming that he had

been ,.scammed" was Yodle's refusal to accept his attempt to cancel and action of

charging his credit card for the agreed $750' He had no idea in early May 2010 how

many clicks Yodle would generate or how much of the Advertising Budget Account

would be applied or rolled over to the next month' His reasoning behind calling the

campaigna..Scam,,,atbest,appearstohavebeendoneinsupportofhisattempttoavoid

his contractual obligations; at worst, it marked his first step in seeking to bring a frivolous

lawsuit against Yodle'
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Thereafter, Yodle continued to perform all of its advertising obligations. Among

other things, it provided Plaintiff with reports when his advertising generated calls and e-

mails, sent Plaintiff end of the month progress reports and continued to bid for Clicks for

plaintiff s ads in order to try to convert his Clicks into calls. (Leitch Aff., li 18). Indeed,

Yodle continued to perform all of its contractual obligations until Plaintiff served Yodle

with the Temporary Restraining Order issued by the Court, which required Yodle to stop

Plaintiff s advertising

During the brief period of time that Yodle advertised for Plaintiff fiust over two

months), and despite Plaintiff s refusal to cooperate by not giving Yodle feedback to rate

and evaluate the Clicks Yodle was generating (which Plaintiff had agreed to do as part of

his obligation under the Advertising Campaign (Exhibit "C", pp. 19-20; Exhibit "C-1",

38:30 min.)), Yodle's ads produced two new customers for Plaintiff, paylng him $299

each. (Exhibit "I", fl 19) ("According to Yodle's tracking [Defendant's Discovery

Response Exhibit "C"], I received six calls in May which included four calls from the

same number. I did get2 divorces.").

In sum, Yodle did not breach any provision of the Contract. Plaintiff has not, and

cannot, produce any admissible evidence to the contrary. Moreover, he failed to fulfrll

his obligations under the contract by refusing to comply with his financial obligations and

not giving Yodle feedback to rate and evaluate the Clicks generated for him. As such, the

Court should dismiss Plaintiff s breach of contract claim'
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POINT II

PLAINTIFF IIAS FAILED TO PROVIDE ANY
ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE TIIAT DEFENDANTS

MADE FRAUDULENT REPRESENTATIONS THAT
INDUCED HIM TO ENTER INTO TIIE CONTRACT

WITH YODLE

Assuming that Plaintiff is attempting to plead a fraud cause of action against

Defendants when he alleges that Defendants "scammed" him, he must prove a knowing

misrepresentation or a material omission of fact by the Defendants and that (1) the

Defendants intended to defraud him thereby, (2) he justifiably relied upon the

representation, and (3) he suffered damage as a result of such reliance. Channel Master

Corp. v. Aluminum Ltd. Sales, Inc.,4 N.Y.2d 403,407 (1958); Jeffnry BB v. Cardinal

McCluskey school and Homefor children,zs7 A.D.2d21,,23 (3d Dep't 1999).

Plaintiff must prove fraud by clear and convincing evidence, not simply by a fair

preponderance of the evidence. Rudman v. Cowles Communications, Inc., 30 N.Y.2d 1,

l0 (1972). This means that the Plaintiff s admissible evidence must demonstrate with a

"high degree of probability," not merely by the weight of the evidence, that Defendants

committed fraud against him. Young v. Knickerbocker Arena,28l A.D.2d 76I-764 (3d

Dep't 2001).

A. There Is No Admissible Evidence That Defendants Made Any
False Representations or Omissions of Material Fact

plaintiffs claim of fraud (i.e., "scam") is based largely upon his conclusory

assertion that Yodle pocketed a portion of the fixed Advertising Budget Fee that it had

not spent that month in pursuing advertising for his business (Exhibit "E", fl1| 
'7,9,28,
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zg\,These allegations in Plaintiff s Complaint have no factual basis whatsoever. First,

Defendants have provided probative evidence, both in their Motion papers' and

previously to Plaintiff in their discovery Responses' that Yodle did not "pocket"

plaintiffs money, but rolled over whatever balanco was in his Advertising Budget

Account from one month to the next during the term of his advertising campaign (Gordon

Aff.,117; Exhibit "2",n24to Plaintiff s Motion')'

ThispolicyandpracticewasclearlydisclosedintheContractthatPlaintiffsigned,

both in the ..Description,, of the monthly Advertising Budget Fee on the first page of the

contract under "Description of charges" and in Paragraph 5 0f the contract "Terms and

conditions" under "Payment," Where the contract states that any unused balance of a

client,s Advertising Budget Account will be ..rolled over'' to the next month.

Second,Defendantshaveprovidedproofthata$1,025'T0AdvertisingBudget

Barance remained in praintiffs account and was not "pocketed" (Exhibit "o"; Exhibit

"2" toPlaintiff s Motion)'

Third, Yodle,s Chief Financial offrcer, Michael Gordon, explained in his

Affidavit that it is Yodle's policy to put a client in "save mode" and to spend down the

client,s Advertising Budget Account after the client's advertising campaign terminates'

In ,.save mode,,, yodle continues advertising for the client for 30 days after the client's

advertising Contract terminates, and does not charge the client any additional monthly

ManagementorAdvertisingBudgetFee'(GordonAff.,117).IfYodlewasonly

interested in pocketed unused advertising fees, why would it continue to advertise for the

client (which reduces the amount of unused advertising fees) after the client's advertising

CamPaign terminates?
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Fourth, Plaintiffs "misconception" of how the Advertising Budget Account

operated was not based upon any misrepresentations that Defendants made to him. The

transcript and recordings of Mr. Leitch's April 6 and 8, 2010 telephone conversations

with Plaintiff unequivocally demonstrate that Plaintiff understood and acknowledged that

he would be paying Yodle a fixed monthly Management Fee and a fixed monthly

Advertising Budget Fee in exchange for Yodle's designing and undertaking a three*

month Internet advertising campaign for his business, and that one of the primary

objectives of the campaign was to attempt to generate increased direct telephone and e-

mail contacts for Plaintif{ not to just generate Clicks on his search engine ads. (Leitch

Aff., fl 32).

Plaintiff acknowledged that, while he was doing his own advertising on Google

AdWords from Septemb er 2009 to April 2010, he was getting hundreds of clicks, but

only lYo to 2oh were turning into calls, and of those calls, only 3 ot 4 turned into

customers. (Leitch Aff., 1T 8).

In response, Mr. Leitch explained to Plaintiff how Yodle would attempt to

increase his calls (i.e., Conversions) by selecting a larger number of more suitable

keywords, by increasing and focusing the geotargeting of his ads, by bidding for more

optimal positioning of his ads on different search engines (but, primarily on Google

where the most people search), and, with PlaintifPs feedback, by continuously evaluating

and re-evaluating the quality of his direct contacts. (Leitch Aff., fl 7,38).

In his telephone conversation with Mr. Leitch, Plaintiff acknowledged that he

understood that yodle was trying to increase the number of calls to his business and

minimize his price per lead (Exh. "C", p.10; Exh. "C-T", 22:08 min.), not that it would
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increase the number of Clicks or that it wouid reduce his cost per Click below what he

had been paylng Google AdWords' 
3

Furthermore, at no time in his telephone conversations with Plaintiff did Mr'

Leitch make any representations that Yodle would simply pass through its search engine

costs to praintift. To the contrary, Mr. Leitch informed praintiff that yodle was a Google

Adwords "reseller;" consequently, it stretches credulity that Plaintiff could have honestly

expected Yodle to provide him with a dynamic Internet advertising campaign "at cost"'

and with no profit to Yodle. (Leitch Aff', fl 31)'

Ironicaliy, Plaintiff informed Mr. Leitch during the telephone call that he charges

his customers $299 to prepare uncontested divorce forms. These forms are available free

to anyone at the www.nycourts.sov/divorce website' as afe many other related Supreme

and Family court forms. Surely, Plaintiff does not beiieve that he is "scamming" his

customers when he charges them for something that costs him nothing and that his

customers could download, themselves, at no cost'

Moreover, contrary to Plaintiffs objection to Yodle's marking up its costs of

Clicks, there is nothing inherently fraudulent or even unexpected with a business marking

up its cost of labor, materials and overhead, and adding a profit margin in its charge for

its services. In fact, it's an expected cost of engaging someone to perform a service'

As Mr. Gordon points out in his Affidavit (11 10), anyone considering undertaking

a home improvement project faces the choice of whether to "do it yourself' or to hire a

3 
Although plaintiff seems to argue that Yodle did not increase his number of clicks' he knew well that

Yodle'sbusinessmodelisnotbaseduponmaximizingclicksforitsclients'websites'but'instead'
improving tl" ,,q,rutity; oi 

"U"t" 
so.thaf they result in customers picking W the phone to call Yodle's

client. Indeed, Yodle',s tag line - "clicks are Great' calls are BeIter" - appea$ on several of the

documents appenOeO to ptaiitiffs Amended Complaint' See, e'g', Exhs' 3' 9' 13 & 14 of Exhibit "E"'
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contractor to perform the work. If a contractor does the work, everyone expects that he

will charge more than it would cost to "do it yourself' because everyone expects the

contractor to mark up his cost of labor and materials, and any appliances or fixtures he

supplies, and to add a profit factor to his final price'

plaintiff, himself, informed Mr. Leitch in his telephone conversation that he had

spent nearly ten years working in a retail business selling skis before going into his

present business. He was, undoubtedly, well aware that he and his employer were selling

their merchandise at a marked-up price over their cost in order to factor in overhead and

profit. (Exhibit "I", fl53).

Defendants' evidence submitted on this Motion proves that they did not make any

misrepresentations or material omissions to Plaintiff regarding the Internet advertising

campaign. Consequently, if Plaintiff s Complaint is attempting to allege fraud, Plaintiff s

recorded telephone conversations with Mr. Leitch and the evidence submitted by

Defendants demonstrate that Plaintiff has falsely alleged that Defendants made

misrepresentations or material omissions, without any evidence whatsoever to support

those allegations.

B. There Is No Admissible Evidence That Plaintiff Justifiably
Relied on Any Alleged Representation by Defendants when He

Entered Into the Internet Advertising contract with Yodle

It is also clear from Defendants' Affidavits and the recordings of the

conversations between plaintiff and Mr. Leitch that Plaintiff did not justifiably rely on

any alleged misrepresentations or material omissions by Defendants regarding the fees to
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be charged, Yodle's spending on advertising, or the results Yodle would generate, as

Plaintiff falsely claims in his Complaint.

The recordings unequivocally prove that Plaintiff relied only on Yodle's

incontrovertible representation that, for the fixed sum of $819 a month for three months,

it would attempt to increase the Click Conversion Rate of Plaintiffs Internet

advertisements. He knew there was no guarantee of any specific results, and the Contract

includes a disclaimer of warranties (Exhibit A, fl 8). Simply put, Plaintiff engaged Yodle

to attempt to increase his business, which Plaintiff acknowledged to Mr. Leitch in their

recorded telephone conversation:

COLLINS: I mean, I've got to do something. You
know. I'm willing to - I'll try different things to see ... get

something working. I just don't want to be stuck in
something for a year or something where I'm losing my
shirt. (Exhib it " c", p. 22; Exhibit " c-I", 43 :02 min.).

In fact, in the abbreviated time Plaintiff allowed Yodle to run his advertising

Campaign, and without the benefit of PlaintifPs feedback of the quality of the calls

generated, Yodle increased Plaintiff s Click Conversion Rate by over 700Yo over what

plaintiff, himself, was able to generate through his Google AdWords advertising. (Leitch

Aff., fl 26). Consequently, Yodle did succeed in satisffing Plaintiffs objective, and

Plaintiff even tumed two of those calls into customers.

Because Plaintiff cannot establish that he relied upon any alleged

misrepresentation or material omission by Defendants, his fraud claim - to the extent one

exists - fails as a matter of law.
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c. In His Interrogatory Responses, Plaintiff Failed to Identify
Any Probative Evidence whatsoever To Support a Fraud

Cause of Action

Nowhere in PlaintifPs interrogatory responses does he provide any probative

evidence to support a fraud cause of action. First, Plaintiff provided no evidence that he

expected the full $750 to be spent on advertising each month. Instead, he seemingly

relies only upon the fact that Yodle charged him $750 to support his claim. For instance,

in Interrogatory No. 44, Defendants asked Plaintiff to:

Identify the document or communication you received from

the Defendants on which you based your "expectation"
..that the full $750 was to be spent on advertising each

month," as alleged inl29 of the Complaint'

Plaintiff s Answer was:

The Defendants were charging me $750 each month for

advertising. They took $750 on April 30, 2010 and again

on MaY 28,2010'

Obviously, claiming that Yodle collected $750 from him is not, in and of itself,

enough to support a claim that Yodle misrepresented to him that it would spend that

entire amount on advertising each month.

Likewise, plaintiffs interrogatory responses provide no evidentiary support for

his claim that Yodle would pass through the costs of Clicks.

In Interrogatory No. 50, Defendants asked Plaintiff:

With respect to any fraud claim you make in your

complaint, identiff, in detail: (a) the false representations

made to you; (b) the date(s) they were made; (c) the person

who made them; (d) how they were communicated to you

(in person or otherwise); (e) what evidence you have that

they were false; and (f) how theyharmed you'

PlaintifPs Answer was:
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AccordingtotheGoogleBillingSummary,theplaintifffor
the perioJof September 21,200g to April 20,20l0had 497

Clicksatacostof$430.00foranaveragecostof84cents
perclick...accordingtothedefendant,srecords,the
ptui''tirrwaschargedfortheperiodofApril29'20110to
May 31, 2010 th; sum of $203.63 for 2l clicks for an

average of $9'70 Per Click'

Plaintiff establishes only that by measuring Yodle's services on a cost per click

basis only, he paid a higher amount for Google Clicks through Yodle than he would have

if he had purchased services directly from Google. That fact, however, does not

somehow establish that Yodle fraudulently misrepresented, or omitted facts, regarding

the amount of the client's Advertising Budget Account it uses for clicks' Indeed' the

evidence establishes that he knew that his fees would go to items beyond clicks'

Plaintiff admitted in his Interrogatory Response No' 12 that Mr' Leitch fully

disclosed to him on April 8, 2010, prior to his signing the contract, that Yodle's online

advertising services would include a mirror image of his website, a call tracking number'

recording phone calls made to the call tracking number, forwarding e-mails to Plaintiff

submitted througlr the mirror website, and access to a tracking platform to determine his

retumoninvestmentfromYodle'sservices(Exhibit*I,,,n|z).

Finally,inlnterrogatoryNo'36,DefendantsaskedPlaintiffwhetherhestill

believed,asheallegedinhisComplaint,thatYodlehadnotrolled-overPlaintiffs

Advertising Budget Account balance from month to month, in light of proof Defendants

hadprovidedtohim.InhisAnswer,Plaintiffignoredthequestion,and'instead'claimed

that Yodle's Click charges were "inflated," apparently, leading him to conclude that

Yodle,s business operations were fraudulent (Exhibit "I", fl36)' In other words' he does

not, and cannot, provide evidence that Yodle did not roll over his account balance'
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In sum, Plaintiffs Interrogatory Responses plainly demonstrate that he has no

factual basis whatsoever, nor any admissible evidence, to support a claim of fraud against

the Defendants.

D. Plaintiffs "Scam" Claim Is Refuted Bv His Own Documented
Admissions

In Plaintiff s letters, dated February 10, 2011 (Exhibit "10" to Plaintiff s Motion)

and February 12, 2011 (Exhibit "K") to Defendants' attorney, Mr. Rivchin, Plaintiff

stated:

... I believe the information will show that your clients are

involved in enterprise comrption by operating a scam
operation, that they were illegally taping my phone
conversations in violation of both state and federal
wiretapping laws, illegally intercepted my e-mails, illegally
operated a mirror image of my website, illegally charged
my credit card, and other actions as stated in my complaint.
Further, they had no intention of lowering my per click
costs and increasing the number of clicks I received.

As demonstrated in Sections A and B of this Point II above, the recordings of

Plaintiffs April 6 and 8, 2010 telephone conversations with Mr. Leitch prove beyond

question that Mr. Leitch informed and discussed with Plaintiff, in advance, each of the

items that Plaintiff subsequently claimed in his February 10 and 12,2011 letters was an

element of the alleged "scam."

(1) Plaintiff was informed and did not object to Yodle's recording telephone calls

coming through the tracking telephone number on the mirror website

(Exhibit " C", p. I 9; Exhibit "C-1", 3 8 : 08 min.).

(2) Plaintiff was informed and did not object to Yodle's tracking e-mails coming

through the mirror website
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(Exhibit "C", pp. 19-20; Exhibit "C-I",37:04 min.).

(3) Plaintiff was informed and did not object to Yodle setting up a dynamic mirror

of his website for tracking purposes

(Exhibit "C", pp. 20-21; Exhibit "C-1", 39:57 min.).

(4) Plaintiff understood and acknowledged that Yodle's advertising campaign

would not lower his per Click cost, but would in fact increase it

(Exhibit "C", pp. 14-15; Exhibit "C-1",27:36 min.).

(5) Plaintiff understood and acknowledged that the goal of Yodle's advertising

campaign was to attempt to increase the percentage of Clicks that converted into calls and

not necessarily increase the Clicks

(Exhibit "C", p. 1 0; Exhibit "C-1", 22:13 min.).

(6) Plaintiff understood and agreed that Yodle would charge his credit card, in

advance, for the fees associated with the advertising campaign

(Exhibit "A", fl 5).

It is obvious that, by Plaintiffs own admission, his claim that Defendants were

conducting a scam business operation was, itself a sham and was based totally on false

allegations intended to force Defendants to accede to Plaintiff s outrageous, multi-million

dollar settlement demand.

E. Plaintiff Cannot State a Viable Fraud Claim'Where the
Alleged Claim Arises Out of a Breach of Contract

New York courts have consistentlv adhered to the:

well-established principle that a simple breach of
contract is not to be considered a tort unless a legal duty
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independentofthecontractitselfhasbeenviolated...This
legai duty must spring from circumstances extraneous to'

andnotconstitutingelementsof'theContract'althoughit
may be connected *itn *a dependent upon the Contract'

Clark-Fitzpatrick, Inc' v' Long Island,kR Co'' 70 N'Y'2d

Itz, itsil987); see also Scitt v' KeyCorp' 247 A'D'zd

n2,;;t !a n"p't 1998), where the Court concluded that
..abreachofcontractclaimcannotbeconvertedintoatort

actionabsentaviolationofalegaldutyindependentofthat
created bY the Contract'"

Plaintiff s claim that Yodle's business operations were a scam arise wholly out of

his conclusory - and false - claims that Yodle agreed in its contract that it would

increase his Clicks, reduce his cost per click, spend $750 per month on advertising, and

charge him no more per click than the search engines were charging Yodle' and that

Yodle breached that Contract (Exhibit "I", 1111)'

Moreover, if Plaintiffs "scam" claim is discerned from the vague allegations in

his Complaint that Defendants failed to perform promises of future acts' New York courts

have consistentry held that such allegations cannot constitute fraud ("A failure to so

perform is merely a breach of contract, which must be enforced by an action on that

contract.,,) Niagara Falls water Board v. city of Niagara Falls' 64 A'D'3d ll42 (4th

Dep't 2009).

Based upon the Defendants' Affidavits and evidence submitted on this Motion'

and Defendants, own Interrogatory Responses and the praintifps acknowledgments and

admissions in his recorded telephone conversations, Plaintiff s perceived fraud cause of

actionshouldbedismissedasitissimplyabreachofcontractclaimrecharacterizedasa

fraud action.
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POINT III

PLAINTIFF TIAS FAILED TO PROVIDE ANY
ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE OF ANY OTHER LEGAL

CLAIM AGAINST DEFENDANTS

As a result of the vagueness of Plaintiffls Complaint in identiffing specifically the

causes of action for which he was claiming he was entitled to recover against the

Defendants, and because Plaintiff stated in his ad damnum clause that he was seeking

"treble damages under the Racketeering Influence and Comrption Act, or any other state

or federal law," Defendants asked in their Interrogatories for Plaintiff to identiff what

legal claims he was.asserting in his Complaint.

Plaintiffs Responses, as shown below, were evasive and failed to provide

Defendants with any information whatsoever on which they could reasonably discern the

legal obligations that Plaintiff believed he was owed and that Defendants breached, other

than, possibly, contract or fraud. With regard to Defendant's Interrogatory Request for

plaintiff to specifically identiff the common-law causes of action and legal claims on

which his Complaint was based, his Answer was simply: "Complaint and causes of action

in the Complaint speak for themselves" (Exhibit "I", 1145).

With regard to Defendants' further Interrogatory requesting Plaintiff to

specifically identify any State and Federal statutory causes of action and legal claims on

which his Complaint was based, and Defendants' Interrogatory requesting Plaintiff to

identify the basis for his RICO claim, he simply responded to each Interrogatory:

"Continuing to investigate" (Exhibit "I", ffi46,47).
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Defendants, further, asked in their Interrogatories for Plaintiff to explain how he

determined and calculated his damage claim of $300,000, and rather than providing an

explanation, he simply answered, "General damages do not need to be itemized" (Exhibit

"I"rn49)'

His Complaint and Interrogatory answers refer to alleged acts of "wire fraud"

(Exhibit "E",'1T 14) and violations of various Penal Law articles ($$ 190.60, 190.65 and

a60) (Exhibit "I" 1T48). Each of these alleged violations of law are criminal acts for

which Plaintiff cannot seek civil relief.

As part of his attempt to "throw in everything but the kitchen sink," Plaintiff

likewise refers to an alleged "invasion of privacy'' by Yodle in connection with Yodle

having fulfilled its contractual duty to track emails and calls arising from the advertising

campaign. (Exhibit "E", fll| 32 & 49). 'T.{ew York does not recognize a common law

right of privacy." Messenger ex rel. Messenger v. Gruhner & Jahr Printing &

Publishing, 94 N.Y.2d 436, 44I (2000). The elements of a cause of action for violation

of the statutory right to privacy are: (1) the use of a person's name, portrait, picture or

voice, (2) within the State of New York, (3) for advertising purposes or the purposes of

trade and (4) without written consent. Civil Rights Law $$ 50 & 5l; see also Molina v.

phoenix Sound lnc.,297 A.D.zd 595 (lst Dqt.2002). The allegations tied to PlaintifPs

privacy allegations do not state such a statutory claim. To the extent the Complaint can

be read to assert a privacy claim, it should be dismissed.

As to Plaintiffs conclusory statement in his Complaint that he is entitled to

recover treble damages based upon Defendant's violation of RICO, he has wholly failed

to satisff the "heightened" pleading requirements that the Courts have uniformly imposed
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upon a RICO claim. See Besicorp Ltd. v. Kahn, 290 A.D.2d 147, 151 (3d Dep't 2002),

where the Court observed that the proof required to state a cause of action under RICO is

"heightened" "... because such assertion has been found to be an unusually potent

weapon - the litigation equivalent to a thermonuclear device."

Plaintiff has failed to identifu, clearly plead, or provide any probative factual

evidence of any common-law or statutory cause of action for which Defendants may be

liable. He has, further, failed to plead with any "heightened" detail or to identifu any

elements of his RICO claim that fall within the scope of 18 U.S.C. $ 1962. His vague

and conclusory claims of "scam" as demonstrated in Point II above, lack any true factual

basis, while the recordings of his telephone conversations with Mr. Leitch demonstrate

the falsity of the substantive allegations in his Complaint.

Based upon the foregoing, PlaintifPs Complaint should be dismissed.
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POINT IV

IF THE COURT SHOULD DENY DEFENDANTS'
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT,
ANY POTENTIAL RECOVERY IS NONETHELESS

LIMTTED TO $1,638

In his Complaint, among other requests for relief, Plaintiff seeks compensatory

damages of $300,000 from each of the three Defendants, punitive damages, and treble

damages. Defendants wholeheartedly deny that Plaintiff is entitled to any recovery. In

the event, however, that Plaintiff is entitled to any award against the Defendants, his

recovery should be limited to the $1,638 that he paid Yodle (Exhibit "I", fl40).

Recognizing the inherent cost of litigation, Yodle offered Plaintiff, on two

separate occasions, shortly after he commenced this action, a fulI refund of his money.

Plaintiff eventually responded by demanding from Defendants a lump sum pavment of

$5.000.000.00 and a lifetime annual annuitv of $78.000, among other conditions, to

discontinue this lawsuit. It seems as if Plaintiff views this lawsuit as a chance to win the

lottery.

A. Plaintiff Has No Proof of Damages Beyond the Money He Paid
Yodle

The damages recoverable for breach of contract are limited to the loss of the

bargain (,4merican List Corp. v. U.S. News qnd World Report, Inc.,75 N.Y'2d 38, 42

t19891) and for fraud, are limited to Plaintiffs out-of-pocket losses (Llama Holding Co.

v. Smith Barney Inc., 88 N.Y.2d 4I3, 421 [1996]). ln either case, Plaintiff s claim of

having suffered any loss beyond what he paid Yodle is purely speculative and, therefore,

not recoverable. Kenford Co., Inc. v. County of Erie, 73 N.Y.2d 312, 319 (1989).
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Moreover, in his Interrogatory Answers, Plaintiff admits that he is not seeking "special"

damages, but only "general" damages (Exhibit "I",n49)'

In response to Defendant's Interrogatory Request for Plaintiff to set forth, in

detail, how he was damaged, Plaintiff claims that he allegedly suffered, as damages, (1)

the decrease in the number of Clicks to his website; (2) being charged $274'00 for

something he could have done for $20; (3) interference with his e-mails; and (a) telling

clients that their calls might be recorded (Exhibit "1",n42)'

In the recordings of his phone conversations with Mr. Leitch, however, Plaintiff

acknowledges that the number of Clicks has no correlation whatsoever to the nurnber of

calls he would receive or to the number of customers who might have hired him' ln fact,

even with the fewer clicks generaied by Yodle in its brief advertising campaign for

plaintiff, two customers retained Plaintiff, compared to the three or four who Plaintiff

admitted retained him out of the "hundreds" of Clicks that he paid for under his Google

AdWords advertising (see Point II above). Therefore, Plaintiffs claim that reduced

Clicks injured him is entirely speculative'

Next, Plaintiffs claim that he was damaged by being overcharged would'

effectively, be fully satisfied by Yodle's offer to fully refund the money he paid' an offer

Plaintiff considered woefully inadequate'

Finally, plaintifps damage claim based upon Yodle's allegedly "interfering" with

his e-mails and allegedly telling clients their calls might be recorded - which Plaintiffs

recorded telephone conversations clearly demonstrate he was aware was fundamental to

Yodle,s tracking systern and to which he agreed - similarly are wholly speculative and

lack any probative evidence that they caused Plaintiff any financial loss'
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B. Plaintiff Contractually Waived Any Right To Recover
Damages Beyond the Money He Paid Yodle

Parties to a contract may limit the damages recoverable in the event of a breach

and the Courts will enforce such provisions, including provisions whereby the party

waives his right to recover consequential damages. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v. Noble

Lowndes Int., Inc.,84 N.Y.2d 430,436 (1994).

Paragraph 9 of the Contract states, in part:

9. Limitations. Yodle will not be liable to customer ...
for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential, punitive

or exemplary damages of any kind, including cost of cover,

lost revenues or profits or loss of business or data, arising

out of or relating to the Agreement ... in any event, Yodle's
maximum liability arising out of or relating to the

Agreement, whether the cause of action arises out of
contract, tort, or otherwise, shall not exceed the amounts

paid by customer to Yodle hereunder within the six (6)

months prior to the event giving rise to the claim. (Exhibit
t'A", 

fl 9).

Barring grossly negligent conduct, limitations of liability, such as that contained

in Paragraph 9 of the Contract, are enforceable and binding upon the parties. Rector v.

Calamus Group, Inc.,17 A.D.3d 960 (3d Dep't 2005).

There is no proof that Defendants were grossly negligent, or even negligent'

such, if the Court determines that Plaintiffs Complaint should not be dismissed,

provable damages, if any, should be limited to $1,638.

C. Plaintiff Is Not Entitled To Recover Punitive Damages

Punitive damages are not recoverable in actions for ordinary breach of contract,

unless the breach also involves a fraud "evincing a 'high degree of moral turpitude' and

demonstrating 'such wanton dishonesty as to imply a criminal indifference to civil

As

his
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obligation ...," and if the conduct was "'aimed at the general public."' Rocanova v.

Equitable Life Assurance society of the u.^s., 83 N.Y.2d 603, 613 (1994).

Similarly, punitive damages are not recoverable in an ordinary fraud case. Reinah

Development Corp. v. Kaaterskil Hotet Corp',59 N.Y.2d 482,487 (19S3)' Only where

the conduct has been shown to have been "malicious, vindictive or reckless" might

punitive damages be available in a fraud case. Reinah, supra at 488.

As demonstrated in Points I and II above, and in the Defendants' Affidavits and

evidence submitted on this Motion, even if Plaintiff were to show that Defendants

breached some duty that they owed to him, there is no admissible evidence that their

actions arose to the degree of moral turpitude or vindictiveness, or were aimed at the

general public, to any extent sufficient to support an award of punitive damages'

Based upon the foregoing, Plaintiffs recovery, if any, should be limited to

$1,638.
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POINT V

PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT SIIOULD BE

DISMISSED AS TO DEFENDANTS SCOTT LONG

AI\D BRAD LEITCII BECAUSE THE COURT

CANNOTEXERCISEPERSONALJURISDICTION
OVER TIIEM

A.TheComplaintShouldbeDismissedasAgainstDefendant
ScottLongBecausePlaintiffNeverServedllimwithProcess
and, in any Event, the Court Cannot Exercise Personal

Jurisdiction Over IIim

1. Plaintiff Did Not Effect Proper Service Upon Long

CPLR $ 30s requires that service be attempted by personal delivery of the

sutnmons "to the person to be served" (CPLR $ 308(2), or by delivery "to a person of

suitable age anddiscretion at the [person's] actual place of business' dwelling place or

usual place of abode." (GPLR $ 308(2)' where service under CPLR $ 308(1) or

$ 308(2) cannot be made with "due diligence," an alternative method of service - known

commonly as "nail and mail service" - may be effected "by affixing the summons to the

door of either the [person's] actual place of business, dwelling place or usual place of

and bv either mailing the summons to

such person at his or her last known residence or by mailing the summons by first class

mail to the person . . . athis or her actual place of business'" (CPLR $ 308(4) (emphasis

added).

As set forth in his Affidavit, at the time Plaintiff commenced this lawsuit in June

2010,Long..wasaresidentofPhoenix,Aizonaandwasemployedasasearch

Marketing consultant for Yodie, Inc. out of its scottsdale Arizona regional office'"
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(Long Aff. 11 2). Hewas not, at arry time in 2010, a resident of New York State' (Long

Aff. fl 2). Indeed, Plaintiff knew that Long worked in Arizona. All of the emails that

plaintiff attached to his compraint listed Long's telephone number as 480-455 -6025; 480

is an Afizona area code. (Long Aff. fl 4). For service to be valid, Plaintiff would have

first been required to attempt personal service upon Long with "due diligence'" If he

were unable to serve him personally, he would have been entitled to seek "nail and mail

service,, by serving Long at his home, or place of business, in Arizona.

Plaintiff made no effort to serve Long personally and, therefore, had no authority

to attempt..nail and mail service." Even if he had made such efforts, his seeming attempt

to serve Long at Yodle's New York office is ineffective.

InresponsetoltemNo.3TofDefendant'sNoticetoProduceDocuments

requesting evidence of service of the pleadings upon the Defendants and copies of any

Affidavits of service, Plaintiff produced, as to Long, an affrdavit by a Deputy sheriff of

the City of New York stating:

tX]PersonalserviceuponCorporation,Partnershipor
Governmental Subdivision

by delivering to and leaving with Blair Huntley, a true copy thereof' said

person stated that she *ut AGSNT DESIGNATED FOR SERVICE' an

agent authorized to accept service oflegal process' (Exhibit "J")

The Sheriff s Service of process Intake form, moreover, states under the heading "Person

to be Served": "Yodle, Inc., whoever accepts service for them" (Exhibit "J")'

First, the documents indicate that the Deputy made service only on Yodle as a

corporation. They fail to indicate an attempt to serve Long' Second, Plaintiff cannot

serve Long at Yodle's New York office because that is not his "actvatplace of business;"
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Scottsdale, Aizona is his actual place of business. To the extent that Plaintiff somehow

tries to claim that all Yodle employees may be served at Yodle's New York headquarters,

his own actions in serving Defendant Brad Leitch in North Carolina defeats such

argument. As such, because Plaintiff never served Long with process, the Complaint

should be dismissed as against him.

2. The New York Courts Cannot Exercise Personal Jurisdiction
Over Long

Even if Plaintiff had effected proper service upon Long, the Complaint should

nonetheless be dismissed as against him because he is not subject to personal jurisdiction

in New York. Under New York's long-arm statute, "a court may exercise personal

jurisdiction over any non-domiciliary ... who ... transacts any business within the state ..."

(CPLR $ 302(a), regardless of whether that nondomiciliary has actually set foot in New

York State. See, e.g., Fischbarg v. Doucet, 9 N.Y.3d 375, 380 (2007); Kreutter v.

McFadden Oil Corp.,71 N.Y.zd 460, 467 (2008). Whether a defendant has transacted

business within New York is determined under the totality of the circumstances, and rests

on whether the defendant, by some act or acts, has "purposefully avail[ed] itself of the

privilege of conducting activities within [New York]." Ehrenfeld v. Bin Mahfouz, 9

N.Y.3d 501, 508 (2007). "Purposeful activities are those with which a defendant,

through volitional acts, 'avails itself of the privileges of conducting activities within the

forum State, thus invoking the benefits and protections of its laws."' Fischbarg,9 N.Y.3d

at 380 (quoting McKee Elec. Co. v. Rauland-Borg Corp., 20 N.Y.2d 377, 382 (1967).

"[I]t is the quality of the defendants' New York contacts that is the primary
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consideration" Fischbarg,9 N.Y.3d at 380.

"Telephone calls and written communications generally are held not to

provide a sufficient basis for personal jurisdiction under the long-arm statute."

Liberatore v. Calvino, 293 A.D.zd 2I7, 2I9 (2d Dep't 2002). See also Wilhelmshaven

Acquisition Corp. v. Asher,810 F. Supp. 108, 112 (S.D.N.Y. 1993) (telephone and mail

contacts are jurisdictionally insufficient unless the defendant "projected" himself by those

mearrs into New York in such a manner that he purposefully availed himself of the

benefits and protections of its laws); Warck-Meister v. Diana Lowenstein Fine Arts, 7

A.D.3d 351, 352 (1st Dep't 2004) (various telephone, fax and e-mail communications

upon which plaintiff relied, purportedly conceming defendants' exhibition and sale of her

art, were not adequate transactional predicates for an assertion of jurisdiction under

CPLR g 302(aX1)); Granat v. Bochner,268 A.D.2d 365, 365 (lst Dep't 2000) (the court

properly dismissed the complaint based on plaintiffs failure to establish that defendants

transacted business within the State, subjecting them to jurisdiction under CPLR

302(a)(1), since sending faxes and making phone calls to this State are not, without more,

activities tantamount to "transacting business" within the meaning of the long-arm

statute).

In the instant case, all of the communications between Long and Plaintiff were

made by Long from Arizona via email or voicemail. Most importantly, none of those

communications were made in such a manner that Long purposely "projected" himself

into New York. Long never transacted business from Plaintffi to the contrary, Yodle

assigned him the duty of working on Plaintiff s account after Plaintiff had already signed
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a contract with Yodle. (Long Aff. fl 3). After having been assigned the account, Long',s

communications with plaintiff consisted only of the following: (1) an email on April 8,

20i0 whereby Long introduced himself and asked Plaintiff to contact him to discuss his

advertising campaign; (2) a voicemail message to Plaintiff on April 16,2010letting him

known that his advertising campaign was set up and ready to go; (3) a voicemail message

to Plaintiff on May 4,2A10in response to Plaintiff s email seeking to cancel his contract;

(4) m email to Plaintiff on May 11, 2010 noting that Yodle could not refund his

payments or cancel his advertising campaign due to his contractual commitment and

requesting that Plaintiff call him; and (5) an email on May 13, 2010 asking Plaintiff to

call him so that they could speak by telephone. (Long Aff. llfl 7, 8)' These actions do not

amount to a purposeful invocation of the privileges of conducting business in New York

such that Long can be dragged into court 2,500 miles from home' The complaint should

be dismissed as against Long for lack of personal jurisdiction.

B.TheComplaintShouldbeDismissedastoDefendantBrad
LeitchBecausetheCourtCannotExercisePersonal
Jurisdiction Over IIim

Leitch Serves aS an Account Director in Yodle's Charlotte, North Carolina

regional office. All of his contacts with Collins took place while he was in his North

carolina office. (Leitch Aff., 114). Far from actively seeking New York clients' Leitch

initiarly contacted praintiff from a lead that he had been given that Plaintiff had been

advertising his divorce service on the Googre internet search engine. (Leitch Aff.' fl 5)'

under such circumstances, despite the fact that Leitch engaged in sales negotiations with

a New York resident, three telephone conversations and three emails are insufficient to

subject Leitch, a North carolina resident, to the jurisdiction of the New York courts' ^see'
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e.g., Executive Life Ltd. v. Silverman, 68 A.D.3d 715,717 (2d Dep't 2009) ("Although

negotiations may have taken place by telephone, fax, and email, and the defendant

allegedly faxed the agreement to Executive's office in New York, the defendant's actions

did not amount to a purposeful invocation of the privileges of conducting business in

New York.") Because the New York courts may not properly exercise jurisdiction over

Leitch in this case, the Complaint should be dismissed as against him in its entirety.
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POINT VI

DEFENDANT YODLE IS ENTITLED TO
JUDGMENT AGAINST PLAINTIFF FOR $819 AND
DEFENDANTS ARE ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT

AGAINST PLAINTIFF FOR THEIR REASONABLE
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND SANCTIONS AGAINST

PLAINTIFF

Defendants set forth two Counterclaims against Plaintiff in their Answer'

The first Counterclaim (Exhibit "F", flfl 64-73) alleged that Plaintiff breached the

three month Advertising Contract by attempting to cancel it within the first week after the

advertising went active and failed to pay Plaintiff the $819.00 it agreed to pay for the

third month of the Contract. The count also requests reasonable attorneys' fees,

The second Counterclaim (Exhibit "F", fl 74) requests sanctions and

reimbursement for the attomeys' fees and costs incurred by Defendants in defending

Plaintiff s frivolous lawsuit.

A. Yodle is Entitled to Recover $819 From Plaintiff and

Attorney's Fees for Plaintiff s Breach of Contract

plaintiff agteed to pay Yodle $819 a month for three months in exchange for

yodle's designing and undertaking an Internet advertising campaign for Plaintiff s Make

Divorce Easy business (Exhibit "A").

As set forth in the Affidavits of Brad Leitch, Scott Long, and Michael Gordon,

and the exhibits that have been submitted by Defendants, Yodle designed the advertising

campaign, Mr. Long notified Plaintiff on April 16,2010 that the campaign was ready to

go active (Long Affidavit, !J7), and the campaign would have proceeded according to all

the conditions Mr. Leitch explained to Plaintiff and that Plaintiff agreed to, until Plaintiff
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attempted to.cancel on April 30, 2010, because he had incurred unexpected automobile

repair expenses.

Yodle continued to fulfill its obligations under the Contract by providing the

advertising services, and while Plaintiff ignored his obligation to provide Yodle with

feedback on his direct customer contacts that would enable Yodle to evaluate and adjust

keywords and geotargeting for Plaintiffs advertising, and that would permit Yodle to

evaluate and adjust its bids for Clicks and search engine locations for Plaintiffs ads

(Leitch Affidavit, '1] 12). Yodle continued advertising Plaintiffs business and actually

generated two customers for Plaintiff until served with a Court Order, requiring Yodle to

stop Plaintiff s advertising.

As demonstrated in Points I, II and III above, PlaintifPs claims against

Defendants are frivolous and have no factual basis. The recorded telephone

conversations between Plaintiff and Mr. Leitch unequivocally demonstrate that the

substantive allegations in Plaintiffs Complaint were false and, thus, unquestionably,

demonstrate that Plaintiff brought this lawsuit knowing that he had no factual or legal

basis to do so.

Yodle is, therefore, entitled to the $819 Plaintifffailed to pay:

Thus, where compensation is specified in the contract and

such contract is breached prior to its performance, the
nonbreaching party may recover the sums fixed or
ascertained by the contract. The value to the plaintiff of an

executory contract under which he is to receive a certain
compensation for doing of an act is ordinarily the amount
of such compensation ... for the Defendant's wrongful
repudiation of the contract." Hirschfeld v. IC Securities,
Inc., 132 A.D.2d 332,336 (1st Dep't 1987).
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Furthermore, Plaintiff agreed to pay Yodle's attorney's fees if he breached the

Contract. Paragraphs 7 and 10 of the Contraet provide, in pertinent part:

l. Indemnification. Customer agrees to indemniff,
defend and hold harmless Yodle ' '. from and against any

and all claims, actions, demands, costs, losses liabilities,
penalties, damages and expenses (including reasonable

legal and accounting fees ... arising or resulting from " '
Customer's .. ' breach (or alleged breach) of Customer's

representations and wairanties hereunder ...

10. Termination; Cancellation ... If Customer breaches

any provision of the Agreement .... If such breach cannot

be cured or is not cured within the cure period, if any,

Yodle rfiay cancel the Service(s) or terminate the

Agreement and/or pursue all other available remedies,

including recovery from Customer of Yodle's costs and

attorneys fees incurred in pursuing such remedies " '

As set forth in Mr. Rivchin's Affirmation, Defendants have incurred thousands of

dollars in attomeys' fees and costs in defending this spurious lawsuit, and, thus, should

be reimbursed their attorneys' fees.

B. Defendants Are Entitled to Sanctions and Attorneys' Fees and

Costs Against Plaintiff

pursuant to Subpart 130-1 of the N.Y.S. Rules of Court, the Court has the

discretion to award a litigant "reimbursement for actual expenses reasonably incurred and

reasonable attorneys' fees resulting from frivolous conduct." 22 N.Y'C.R.R. $ 130-

1.1(a).

The Rules define "frivolous conduct" as:

(1) it is completely without merit in law and cannot be

supported by a reasonable argument for an extension,

modification, or reversal of existing law;

(2) it is undertaken primarily to delay or prolong the

resolution of the litigation, or to harass or maliciously
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injure another; or

(3) it asserts material factual statements that are false.

22 N.Y.C.R.R. $ 130-1.1(c).

It has been clearly demonstrated and documented by Defendants in their Motion

papers that Plaintiff (1) brought this lawsuit relying only on the blatantly false allegations

in his Complaint, (2) persisted in seeking a legally unjustifiable recovery, even after

receiving Defendants' sworn discovery Responses demonstrating that the allegations and

suppositions set forth in his Complaint were mistaken, (3) initiated and continued the

lawsuit with the admitted intention of forcing Defendants to incur substantial legal fees

and litigation expenses if they refused to accede to his outrageous financial demands, and

(4) refused to accept Defendants' offer to completely refund his money. This conduct,

unquestionably, constitutes frivolous conduct and manipulation of the legal system for

improper personal gain.

Although the Courts are inclined to give pro se litigants wider latitude than they

would members of the Bar, Plaintiff should not be given such deference. Plaintiff has a

documented long history of using the Courts and the legal system as a sword to gain a

nonJegal advarrtage, where he has no actual or legal factual basis to do so. (Exhs. "L"

and "M").

Based upon the foregoing, Defendants submit that they are entitled to recover

from Plaintiff $819, and reimbursement of their costs and attorneys' fees incurred in

defending this lawsuit. Defendants respectfully submit that the Court should also

consider further sanctions against the Plaintiff.
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POINT VII

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL SHOULD BE
DENIED AND DEFENDANTS' CROSS-MOTION TO

VACATE PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND DEMAND TO

PRODUCE DOCUMENTS SHOULD BE GRANTED

Defendants had great difficulty attempting to respond to Plaintiffs first set of

Interrogatories / Demands for Production of Documents because Plaintiff s Complaint

failed to identify in detail his legal theories and his causes of action, and because, as

demonstrated in Point II above, the factual allegations on which Plaintiff based his

conclusion that Yodle's advertising campaign was a "scam" were, in fact, false.

Defendants' Affidavits and the telephone recordings prove that Plaintiff had no

legitimate legal claim against Defendants, md Plaintiffs Answers to Defendants'

Interrogatories manifestly demonstrated that Plaintiffs lawsuit had no factual or legal

basis and was brought to harass Defendant for the sole purpose of squeezing an

outrageous settlement out of Yodle-

Plaintiff s Motion to Compel and his second set of Interrogatories and Notice to

produce Documents were simply a next step in his scheme to force a settlement.

In his letters to Defendants' attorney, dated February I0,2011 (Exhibit "10" to

plaintiffs Motion) and February 12,2011 (Exhibit "K"), Plaintiff asserted that the

information sought by his second set of Interrogatories would prove that Defendants were

involved in a scam operation by showing:

... that they were illegally taping my phone conversations

in violation of both state and federal wiretapping laws,

illegally intercepted my e-mails, illegally operated a mirror
image of my website, illegally charged my credit card and
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other actions as stated in my complaint. Further, they had

no intention of lowering my per click costs and increasing

the number of clicks I received'

In Sections A, B, C, and D of Point II above, Defendants showed that Mr. Leitch

disclosed and discussed in detail with Plaintiff, in advance of his signing the Contract,

that, as a feature of Yodle's tracking system, Yodle would create a mirror image of

plaintiffls website, record phone calls coming to Plaintiff through the tracking phone

number displayed on the mirror website, and track e-mails coming from lead forms

submitted through the mirror website. Those sections of this Memorandum of Law, and

the telephone recordings, also, demonstrate that Mr. Letich explained to Plaintiff that, in

order for yodle to attempt to increase the Conversion Rate of the Clicks on his Intemet

ads. Yodle would have to bid more per Click to gain a more optimal position for

Plaintiff s ads on the search engine results pages'

Furthermore, Plaintiff was aware on April 8, 2010, well prior to the date the

advertising campaign went active, that, by the terms of his Contract, he authorized Yodle

to automatically charge his credit card, in advance, for all monthly fees'

Contrary to plaintiff s statement in his February 10 letter that the questions in his

Second Set of Interrogatories "are very relevant to the issues raised in my complaint," he,

in fact, knew that the allegations on which he was basing his "scam" claim were false

(see sections A, B, C and D of Point II above)'

One must ask himself:

1. Why would Plaintiff serve Defendants with a

second set of Interrogatories containing 44 separate

questions with 147 subparts, knowing full well that his

"scam" claim had no factual basis?
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2. Why would Plaintiff consider it acceptable to refuse

to answer the bulk of Defendants' only interrogatories and

arbitrarily object to 9 legitimate questions seeking evidence

of Plaintiffs damages as being proprietary and trade

secrets, when he considered it unacceptable for Defendants

to raise the same objection to disclosure of Yodle's cost of
operations and services?

3. Why, right on the heels of his second set of
discovery demands, would Plaintiff demand a "settlement"

from Defendants for a $5,000,000.00 lump sum payment

and a lifetime annual annuity of $78,000.00 when he had

admitted in his lnterrogatory Answers that he was claiming

only general, and not special damages (Exhibit "I",n 49),

when he admitted that his oniy out-of-pocket cost was

$1,638 (Exhibit "I", fl 40) and when Defendants had proven

to him that Yodle had rolled over and had not "pocketed"

the money in his advertising budget account (see Exhibit

"8" of Plaintiffs Motion and ti 24 of Exhibit "2" of
Plaintiff s Motion)?a

The only plausible answer was that Plaintiff was misusing the legal system, the

of litigation, and the threat of embarrassing and harassing Yodle by seeking

discovery of proprietary and trade secret business information, as well as other

burdensome and irrelevant disclosures in order to squeeze an exorbitant settlement from

Defendants.

By harassing Defendants with spurious discovery demands, Plaintiff was making

good on his threat to Michael Deluca ( Exhibit "J", Attachment #1, Transcript #2,p' 4 )

a Th" D"f"odants provided plaintiff with a copy of his Advertising Budget account set forth as Exhibit "8"

to his Motion papers when Defendants responded to Interrogatory No' 1? of PlaintifPs first set of

Interrogatorier,.- Thi. account demonstrated to Plaintiff that his ads appeared on other search engines in

addition to Google. The account, also, demonstrated that from April 29 to July 28, 2010' Yodle rolled

over the balance in plaintiffls Advertising Budget account from month to month, leaving a balance in the

account,asof July 7,2010 andthroughtheendof thatJulyof $1,025'70' Theaccounting'also'showed

that yodle charged plaintiffs advertiiing budget account a total of $4'74.31' which when added to the

$1,025.?0 balance equaled $1,500.00, which.-pr"sented the two $750 monthly Advertising Budget Fee

payments that Plaintiff made.
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and Defendants' attorney (Rivchin Affrn. 'Jf 9) that, if Yodle did not buy him off, he

would make them pay.

A. Defendant Fully and Completely Answered Plaintiffs First Set
of Interrogatories / Demands for Production of Documents

On October 18, 2010, Defendants fully responded to Plaintiffs First Set of

Interrogatories / Demands for Production of Documents (Exhibit "2" to Plaintiffs

Motion).

Contrary to Plaintiff s assertion in his Motion to Compel, Defendants did answer

InterrogatoryNos.4,5,6,7,1.2,13,14,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,and32tothe

best of their ability (Gordon Aff. 1T 12), while, also, expressly reserving their objections.

As to Interrogatory Nos. 16, 18, 19 and 20, Defendants specifically objected ,

among other grounds, that the information Plaintiff was seeking was proprietary and a

Yodle trade secret (Gordon Aff., 1T 13). Defendants, also, specifically objected on the

grounds that the information sought was not reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence.

The Yodle login information for its accounts with various lnternet search engines

(Interrogatory No. 16) and Yodle's profit margins (lnterrogatory Nos. 18, 19, 20) ne

trade secrets (Gordon Aff., 11 13). More significantly, the information sought is not

relevant to any discernable and legally supportable claim Plaintiff has set forth in his

Complaint (see Points I, II and III above). Nor is the information sought reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, since Plaintiff s damages, even

if he could establish that he had a viable cause of action, would be limited to a refund of

the money he paid Yodle (see Point IV above). What Yodle paid search engines for
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Clicks and how much it debited Plaintiffs Advertising Budget Fee account would be

completely irrelevant in the determination of damages, if any, Plaintiff might have been

able to claim (see American List Corp., supra at 42; and Llama Holdings Co., supra aI

42r)"

Based upon the foregoing, Plaintiffls Motion to Compel with respect to

Defendants' Answers to PlaintifPs First Set of lnterrogatories / Demands for Production

of Documents should be denied.

B. Plaintiffls Second Set of Interrogatories / Demands for
Production of Documents and His Notice to Produce
Documents Should Be Stricken Because the Information
Requested Is Predominantly Not Material And Necessary to
Any Discernable Claims in Plaintiffs Complaint and They Are
Simply Intended to Harass Defendants

CPLR $ 3101(a) limits discovery to information that is material and necessary in

the prosecution or defense of an action, and the Courts are given broad discretion to

scrutinize the permissible scope of discovery and to determine what is "material and

necessary." Higgins v. Monemuruo,203 A.D.zd 799, 800 (3d Dep't 1994).

Where interrogatories are overly broad, burdensome, seek irrelevant information

and are clearly intended to harass, the Court has the inherent power to strike them. Rush

v, Insogna,lL9 A.D-2d 879, 880 (3d Dep't 1986) (see, also, EIFS, Inc- v. Morie Co., Inc.,

298 A.D.2d 548, 549 lzd Dep't 20021, where the Court vacated interrogatories that

"consisted of 110 questions, including subparts, posed to each plaintiff, together with five

pages of instructions and definitions ... fthat] reiterated many items to which plaintiff ...

had previously provided responses ... Many of the interrogatories were improper, overly
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broad, or sought privileged information. Consequently, the interrogatories were patently

burdensome, oppressive and improper").

Interrogatories are also improper and should be stricken when they involve

conclusions of fact and law and are argumentative. First United Fund Ltd. v. American

Banker, Inc. , 127 Misc.2d 241 , 251 (S.Ct. Nassau Cty. 1 985) ; Lakeville Merrick Corp. v.

Town Board, Town of Islip,23 A.D.zd 584 (2d Dep't 1965).

Plaintiff s second set of Interrosatories / Demands for Document Production and

his Notice to Produce Documents should be stricken because Defendants have

demonstrated that Plaintiff knowingly made false allegations in his Complaint to support

his "scam" claim, that Plaintiff could produce no admissible evidence to support any

discernable legal claim against Defendants, and, even if Plaintiff were able to prove a

legal claim against Defendants, his damages, if any, would be limited to the $1,638 that

he paid Yodle, thereby, rendering his voluminous and harassing discovery request for

disclosure of Yodle trade secrets and proprietary business information clearly not

material and necessary for the prosecution of his lawsuit.

Nearly all of Plaintiffs second lnterrogatories and his Notice to Produce

Documents fail the material and necessary test, and, therefore, Plaintiffs Motion to

Compel should be denied and Defendants' Cross-Motion to Strike should be granted.

Considering the general magnitude of Plaintiff s second set of discovery demands

and Plaintiffs obvious objective to victimize Defendants for refusing to bend into

submission to his outrageous settlement demands, if the Court should deny Defendants'

Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment dismissing Plaintiffs Complaint, the Court should

still strike, in their entirety, Plaintiff s second set of Interrogatories and his Notice to
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Produce Documents, rather than attempting to prune out the few, if any, items that might

have some semblance of materiality. Rush, supra at 880; EIFS, Inc., supra at 549; Lopez

v. Huntington Autohaus Ltd.,I50 A.D. 351,352 (2dDep't 1989).

Based upon the foregoing, the Court should deny Plaintiff s Motion to Compel.
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CONCLUSION

Defendants respectfully submit that their Motion for Summary Judgment

dismissing PlaintifPs Complaint should be granted, as well as their request for attorneys'

fees and costs, and sanctions against Plaintifl and, further, respectfully request that

Plaintiffs Motion to Compel be denied.

DATED: April 1t,2011
O'CONNELL AND ARONOWITZ
BY: fW+fz*d

Neil H. Rivchin, Esq.
Attomeys for Defendants
Office and P.O. Address
54 State Street
AlbanyNY 12207-2541
(s18) 462-s601
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